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HAI~VrY D. (1974) Class-nmnopoly rcnt, finance capital and the urban revolution, 
Re2. Studies 8, 239-255. This paper seeks to establish the significance of class- 
nmuopoly rent to the urbanization process. The concept of"class-monopoly rent" 
describes any situation in which the rate of return to a class of providers of an urban 
resource (such as housing) is set by the outcome of conflict with a class of consumers 
of that resource. The Baltimore case shows that such situations are structured by the 
policies of various financial institutions and that geographically distinct housing 
sub-markets--within which identifiable connnunity groups live--are created as a 
result. Residential differentiation is thus necessary to the realization of class- 
monopoly rent, and class-monopoly rent provides the necessary incentive structure 
for the urbanization process to proceed. The process can become unbalanced because 
there are nmltiplicr effects internal to it (speculation in the inner city can increase 
the demand for suburban housing, for example). Changes in residential structure, 
many of which involve community conflict, result from the realization of class- 
monopoly rent. By way of conclusion, it is suggested that the hegemonic power of 
finance capital is the controlling influence over the urbanization process and that 
many aspects of community conflict in an urban society are to be interpreted as a 
manifestation of class struggle around the realization of class-monopoly rent. 

Class conflict Class monopoly rent 
Revolution, urban 

Finance capital Monopoly Rent 

IN A STIMULATING and provocative work,  
Lefebvre argues that we  ought  to interpret the 
industrial revolution o f  the nineteenth century as 
a precursor to the "urban revolution" o f  the 
twentieth. He  explains that by  "urban revolu- 
t ion" he means: 

"the total ensemble o f  transformations which 
run throughout  contemporary  society and which 
serve to bring about the change f rom a period in 
which questions o f  economic g rowth  and 
industrialization predominate to the period in 
which the urban problematic becomes decisive." 
(Lnr~BVa~, 1970, p. 13). 

Lefebvre is not explicit as to what  is meant by 
"the ensemble o f  transformations" nor does he 
explain h o w  and w h y  capitalism is transformed 
so that questions o f  urbanization come to replace 
questions o f  economic g rowth  and industrializa- 
tion. Nor  is Lefebvre very explicit when he 
argues that "the proport ion o f  global surplus 
value formed and realized in industry declines" 
while the proportion realized "in speculation, 
construction and real estate development  g rows"  
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(LEFEBVaE, 1970, p. 212). The thesis that this 
"secondary circuit o f  capital" is supplanting "the 
pr imary circuit o f  capital in product ion" is 
startling in its implications and obviously requires 
very careful consideration before being accepted 
or rejected. In this paper, therefore, I shall 
at tempt to shed some light on Lefebvre's hypo-  
theses by  examining how rent, and in particular 
class-monopoly rent, arises in the context o f  the 
urbanization process. 

1. THE CONCEPT OF RENT IN AN 
URBANIZED W O R L D  

I take it as axiomatic that value arises out  o f  
those processes that convert  naturally occurring 
materials and forces into objects and powers o f  
utility to individuals in specific social and natural 
environments. In its simplest form, we can say 
that value arises out  o f  production and is realized 
in consumption (MAriX, 1967 edn.). But  pro-  
duction and distribution cannot take place 
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240 David Harvey 

without (1) an elaborate social structure (en- 
compassing the division of  labour, the provision 
of  socially necessary services, and so on), (2) a 
structure of  social institutions through which 
individual and group activities can be co- 
ordinated, and (3) a certain minimum of physical 
infrastructure (communication links, utilities and 
the like). Any system of production and dis- 
tribution requires, consequently, certain transfer 
payments to be made out of  value produced to 
support socially necessary institutions, services 
and physical infrastructures. 

The history of  the rental concept is strewn with 
arguments for and against the legitimacy of  the 
transfer payment that rent represents (KEIPER et 

al., 1961). In recent years, however, many appear 
to have been persuaded that rent is a kind of  
rationing device through which a scarce factor of  
production--land and its associated resources-- 
is rationally and efficiently allocated to meet the 
productive needs of  society (W~cKSTEED, 1894). 
Rent is justified, according to this view, as a 
necessary coordinating device for the efficient 
production of  value. The problem with this neo- 
classical argument is, however, that rent is 
regarded as a payment to a scarce "factor" (which 
is a "thing" concept) rather than as an actual 
payment to people. This reification may be con- 
venient for purposes of  analysis but actual 
payments are made to real live people and not to 
pieces of  land. Tenants are not easily convinced 
that the rent collector merely represents a scarce 
factor of  production. The social consequences of  
rent are important and cannot be ignored simply 
because rent appears so innocently in the neo- 
classical doctrine of  social harmony through 
competition (B^R~BROCI~, 1974). 

There is a further point to be considered. In 
order for payments to be made certain basic 
institutions are required. In our own society, 
private property arrangements are crucial; rent is, 
in effect, a transfer payment realized through the 
monopoly power over land and resources 
conferred by the institution of  private property. 
Consequently, any examination of  how rent 
originates and is realized cannot proceed without 
evaluating the performance of  these supportive 
institutions. 

But what is rent a payment for? The simplest 
answer is that it is a payment made by a user for 
the privilege of  using a scarce productive 
resource which is owned by somebody else. But 
how does scarcity arise? Ever since production 
began to be organized systematically, human 
societies have recognized that many natural 
resources (understood as technical and cultural 
evaluations of  nature (Fn~EY, 1960; SI'OEI~R, 
1956)) are limited. There is a tendency, therefore, 

to think of  scarcity as something inherent in 
nature and on this basis we may be willing to 
concede that more should be charged for the use 
of  productive fields and mines than for fields and 
mines of  average productivity. On reflection, 
however, this conception of  "natural wealth" and 
"scarcity" appears less satisfactory. There is little 
"natural wealth" that has not been prepared prior 
to production--the field has to be cleared and the 
mineshaft has to be dug. Relatively permanent 
improvements--such as the terracing of  hillsides, 
the building up of  soil fertility and the draining of 
marshlands, may with time come to be regarded 
as "natural" resources for human use. In an 
urbanized world this problem becomes even 
more serious. Urbanization creates relatively 
permanent, man-made resource systems (HARVEY, 
1973, Chapter 2). Human effort is, as it were, 
incorporated into the land as fixed and immobile 
capital assets that may last hundreds of  years. 
Consequently, the high rent for a piece of  land in 
the centre of  London may be due to its higher 
productivity, but that productivity has been 
created by the construction of  the vast man-made 
resource system that is London. Because these 
relatively permanent fixed capital assets are 
highly localized in their distribution, the' 
urbanization process has created scarcity where 
there was none before. If rent is a transfer pay- 
ment to a scarce factor of  production, then the 
urbanization process has also multiplied the 
opportunities for realizing rent. 

The blurring of  the distinction between natural 
and artificially created scarcity, makes it difficult 
to distinguish between rent and profit. Are 
houses, for example, to be regarded as relatively 
permanent improvements incorporated into the 
value of  the land or are they better regarded as 
commodities commanding a profit on the capital 
outlay required to produce them? The answer to 
this question depends on what is meant by 
"relatively permanent". Housing has to be 
produced and it has to be paid for as a commodity. 
Once this is done, however, the house may be 
regarded as a relatively permanent improvement 
incorporated into the value of  the land. Bucking- 
ham Palace is a permanent improvement whereas 
the suburban house just built is not yet in that 
happy state. It seems reasonable to think in 
similar fashion about other elements in the built 
form of the city--offices, shops, transport links, 
and so on. 

The distinction between a mere transfer pay- 
ment--rent--and profit on productive capital 
investment is difficult to keep in mind. The 
individual investor does not particularly care 
about the distinction ; the overall rate of  return on 
financial outlays is what matters. Money is put, 
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therefore, where the rate of  return is highest 
irrespective of  whether productive activity is 
involved or not. If rates or return are high in the 
real estate and property markets, then investment 
will shift from the primary productive circuit of  
capital to this secondary circuit in a manner that 
would be consistent with Lefebvre's thesis. From 
the investor's point of  view there is nothing to 
prevent such a shift. What  has to be explained, 
however, is how returns can be higher on the 
secondary circuit over any length of  time. For the 
fact that the distinction between productive and 
unproductive investment has disappeared from 
the investor's calculus does not negate the 
significance of  such a distinction as a social fact. 
If all capital chases rent and no capital goes into 
production, then no value will be produced out 
of  which the transfer payment that rent 
represents can come. 

2. CLASS-MONOPOLY RENT,  
U R B A N I Z A T I O N  A N D  

CLASS-MONOPOLY P O W E R  

Rent can be charged for a variety of  reasons. 
Marx's categories of  differential, absolute and 
monopoly  rent, to which Walker has recently 
added redistributive rent, are useful if only 
because they force us to consider the different 
kinds of  situations out of  which rent can arise 
(HARVEY, 1973, Chapter 5; WAIa~I~, 1974). In 
this paper I will be concerned with what I shall 
call "class-monopoly rent". Whether  this form 
of  rent should be included in Marx's categories of  
absolute or monopoly rent is not clear. The 
resolution o f  this question depends upon the 
solution of  the celebrated "transformation 
problem" which arises out o f  the relationship 
between values and prices in the Marxian 
schema.* I am of  the opinion that class-monopoly 
rent is best treated as one form of  absolute rent. 
But since this is a contentious and as-yet un- 
resolved problem I will stick to the neutral term 
"class-monopoly rent" in what follows. 

Class-monopoly rents arise because there 
exists a class of  owners o f  "resource units"--the 
land and the relatively permanent improvements 
incorporated in i t - -who are willing to release the 
units under their command only if they receive a 
positive return above some arbitrary level 
(MARx, 1967 edn., Chapter 45). As a class these 
owners have the power always to achieve some 
min imum rate of  return. The key concept here is 

* There is an extensive literature on "the transformation 
problem" most of which is cited in L ÎBMAN (1973); the 
relationship between this transformation and rent is 
spelled out by MARX (1967 edn., Vot. 3, Chapter 45), 
and critically examined by EMM^m3EL (1972). 

class power. If landlords could not or would not 
behave in accordance with a well-defined class 
interest, then class-monopoly rents would not be 
realized. Landlords gain their class power in part 
from the fact that individually they can survive 
quite well without releasing all o f  the resource 
units under their command. 

In nineteenth century Europe landlord power 
was essentially a residual f rom feudalism. Marx 
observed that it would be very much in the 
interest of  the capitalist class to bring land and 
other productive resources under state owner- 
ship since this would relieve the capitalist of  the 
obligation of  making any transfer payment to 
landed property (MARx, 1968 edn., Part 2). It 
was unlikely, however, that capitalists would 
challenge the private property arrangements that 
allowed rent to be realized (and which provided 
the basis for the class power o f  landlords) since 
these arrangements also provided the necessary 
legal framework for entrepreneurial activity. But 
in an urbanized world, the distinction between 
capitalist and landlord has blurred concomitantly 
with the blurring of  the distinctions between land 
and capital and rent and profit. We need, there- 
fore, to adapt our categories to deal with the new 
complexities of  extensive man-made resource 
systems. But the same questions arise: are there 
owners o f  resource units (be they natural or 
artificial) who can and do behave so as to make it 
possible to realize rent? If  so, what  is the basis o f  
their class power, how are they defining "class 
interest" and how are we to interpret their role in 
relation to the structure of  social class in society 
as a whole? We can begin to answer these 
questions by examining two examples that clarify 
the meaning of  "class interest" in the sense in 
which that term is being used here.t 

(a) Landlords versus low-income tenants 
Suppose there exists a class o f  people who, by 

virtue o f  their income, social status, credit- 
worthiness and eligibility for public assistance, 
are incapable of  finding accommodation as home-  
owners or as residents in public housing. The 
existence o f  such a class is readily demonstrable in 
any large American or European city. This class 
of  people has no alternative but to seek accommo- 
dation in the low-income rental market; they are 
trapped within a particular housing sub-market. 
The needs of  this class are provided for by a class 

t It maybe objected to that Iam using the concepts"class" 
and "class interest" far too freely and loosely. In what 
follows I will use these concepts to refer to any group that 
has a clearly defined common interest in the struggle to 
command scarce resources in society. I will use the phrase 
social class or class structure when referring to more general 
concepts of class in society. The notion of class-monopoly is 
made use of by MARx (1967 edn., Vol. 3, pp. 194-195). 
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242 David Harvey 

of  landlords. Landlordism varies, of  course, from 
the old lady who rents an attic to the large scale 
professional business operation. For purposes of  
exposition, let us assume that all rental accommo- 
dation is provided by a class of  professional 
landlord-managers. This class has certain options 
as to where it puts its money but much of  its 
capital exists in the form of  housing. On the basis 
of  the potential yield of  money on the capital 
market, professional landlords may set their 
expected rate of  return on the estimated market 
value of  their fixed capital assets at, say, 15 per 
cent per annum. Suppose there is an abundance of  
low-income units in a particular city for some 
reason and that rates o f  return are in fact as low as 
5 per cent. A rational landlord strategy is to 
reduce maintenance, milk properties of  value and 
actively disinvest, using the money so extracted 
on the capital market where it earns, say, 15 per 
cent. With  declining maintenance, the housing 
deteriorates in quality and eventually the worst 
units will be taken out of  use--scarcity is success- 
fully produced. Rents will gradually rise until the 
15 per cent rate of  return is obtained (and there is 
nothing to stop rents going higher if circum- 
stances allow). The class interest of  the landlord is 
to obtain a min imum of  15 per cent or else to find 
some way to get out of  the market. 

The class interests of  landlord and tenant are 
clearly opposed to each other. If  the quality of  
housing deteriorates and rents rise, tenants may 
seek accommodation elsewhere, but since they 
are, for the most part, trapped in this sub-market 
their power is limited in this respect. If they have 
some political power, they may seek to offset the 
class-monopoly power of  landlords by imposing 
min imum housing standards or rent controls. If 
the effect of  such legislation is to reduce landlord 
profits, landlords will respond by trying to 
transform the fixed capital (the house) into money 
to be used on the capital market. If  prices are low 
it will not be worthwhile to sell. Social, legal and 
political pressures may make it difficult for the 
landlord to disinvest without severe social and 
fiscal penalties. Under these conditions the land- 
lord may well compromise and settle for a much 
lower rate o f  return. The tenants will then have 
achieved some kind of  partial victory vis-h-vis 
the class-monopoly power of  landlords. If, on the 
other hand, tenants are politically weak, there is a 
shortage of  suitable accommodation (because of  
in-migration or redevelopment) and if landlords 
can easily sell or transform to different uses (e.g. 
upper-income tenancies), then the landlord class 
will have very considerable power and will be 
able to raise their rate of  return to well above 15 
per cent. With rising rents eating into an already 
limited disposable income, low-income tenants 

call respond only by subdividing space with the 
inevitable consequences--over-crowding and 
slum formation. 

Class-interest conflict of  this sort between 
tenants and landlords can be documented in any 
capitalist city (CnATTrRJ~, 1973; STERrqrI~B, 
1966 ; MIrl,/~.R-HOtLAND REVORT, 1965). The rate 
of  return set through the working out of  this con- 
flict is best interpreted as a class-monopoly rent 
even though the landlord usually thinks o f  it as a 
rate of  return on capital investment. The realiza- 
tion of  this rent depends upon the ability o f  one 
class-interest group to exercise its power over 
another class-interest group and thereby to assure 
for itself a certain min imum rate o f  return. 

(b) Speculator-developers and suburban middle- and 
upper-income groups 

We now turn to a case that is rather more 
complex but which indicates that class-monopoly 
rents can be realized in all sectors o f  the housing 
market. Upper-income groups have a wide 
range of  choice of  housing as far as their income 
is concerned. But if their sense of  social status and 
prestige is highly developed, then the producers 
of  housing (who actively promote such thoughts 
on the part of  the buyer) have an opportunity to 
realize a class-monopoly rent as these consumers 
vie with each other for prestigious housing in the 
"right" neighborhoods. Middle-income groups 
may have less choice. In many American cities, 
for example, they have moved to suburbia in part 
because they were hooked on the suburban 
dream, but also because social changes in the city 
- - the  influx of  a low-income "himpen- 
proletariat", the decline of  city services, falling 
property values, the withdrawal of  financial 
support for whole neighbourhoods, and declining 
employment  opportunities--have given them a 
hefty push by a process that I have elsewhere 
dubbed "blow-out  (H^RwY, 1973, Chapter 5). 

The realization of  a class-monopoly rent 
depends, however, on the existence of  a class of  
speculator-developers who have the power to 
capture it.* In a free market economy, speculator 
developers perform a positive service. They 
promote an optimal timing of  land-use change, 
ensure that the current value of  land and housing 

* The term "speculator-developer" is here used 
generically to refer to all those individuals and institutions 
that operate in the land and property markets with a view 
to realizing gains through ultimate sale or change in land 
use. In practice there may be considerable division of labour 
in this activity, while different institutions operate under 
different constraints (see, for example, the difference 
between entrepreneurs and the relics of the feudal order-- 
the Crown, the Church, etc.--described in CIS Anti- 
Report on the Property Developers, 1973, The Recurrent 
Or;sis of Lo,do,~ (London)). 
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reflects expected future returns, seek to organize 
externalities to enhance the value of their 
existing developments, and generally perform a 
co-ordinating and stabilizing function in the face 
of considerable market uncertainty (NEuTZE, 
1968; Hart et al., 1973). The role of speculator- 
developer is, in fact, integral and essential to the 
workings of a capitalist economy. Since the 
urbanization process relates to economic growth 
in general, the speculator-developer who is, in 
effect, the promoter of urbanization, plays a vital 
role in promoting economic growth. Certain 
institutional supports are necessary, however, if 
this role is to be performed effectively. The exact 
nature of these supports will vary from cotmtry 
to country but they must do two things: (1) they 
must reduce the uncertainty in land-use com- 
petition usually through some form of govern- 
mental regulation--planning or zoning controls, 
provision of infrastructure, etc. ; and (2) they must 
encourage wealthy groups--those who can 
afford to wait for land to "ripen"--to participate 
as speculator-developers usually by offering 
convenient and advantageous tax arrangements. 
The first support permits speculator-developers 
to form reasonable expectations about the future, 
while the second ensures that only people with 
sufficient resources undertake the task of co- 
ordinating and stabilizing land-use change. 

Class-monopoly rents can be realized by 
speculator-developers only if they possess 
mechanisms for expressing their collective class 
interest. The necessary institutional supports in 
fact provide these mechanisms. In the United 
States, for example, speculator-developers 
usually realize monopoly-rents through the 
manipulation of zomng decisions. Political 
control of suburban jurisdictions by speculator- 
developers is quite general in the United States; 
as Gaffney notes, suburban jurisdictions provide 
one of the most effective of all cartel arrange- 
ments with respect to land-use decisions (GArrNEY, 
1973). Political corruption also plays a role which, 
in a market economy, can be viewed positively 
since it frequently loosens up the supply of land 
from the excessive rigidities of land-use regulation 
by bureaucratic fiat. Without a certain minimum 
of governmental regulation and institutional 
support, however, the speculator-developer could 
not perform the vital function of promoter, 
co-ordinator and stabilizer of land-use change. 
Without such an interest group to perform these 
functions, suburban development would de- 
generate into chaos and finance capital would be 
forced to withdraw investment from the 
suburbanization process. The effect of such a 
withdrawal upon economic growth in general, 
effective demand in general and the capitalist 

market system as a whole would, of course, be 
catastrophic. 

The level of class-monopoly rent realized by 
speculator-developers depends upon the out- 
come of the conflict of interest between them and 
the various consumer groups who confront them 
in the market. If the speculator-developer can 
persuade upper-income groups of the virtues of a 
certain kind of housing in a particular neighbour- 
hood, gain complete control over the political 
process, and so on, then the advantage lies with 
the speculator-developer. If consumers are un- 
impressed by the blandishments of the speculator- 
developers and have firm control over the 
political mechanisms for land-use regulation and 
the provision of infrastructure, then the class- 
monopoly power of the speculator-developers 
will be contained. But if certain minimum rates 
of return are not realized, the speculator- 
developer will pull out of the business until rates 
of return rise. What the minimum must be is 
difficult to say--but in the United States a 40 per 
cent rate of return is not regarded as abnormal. 

The two cases we have examined--the land- 
lord versus the low-income tenant and the 
speculator-developer versus the middle- and 
upper-income consumer--provide us with 
certain insights into the meaning of class- 
monopoly rent and class-monopoly power in the 
context of urbanization. Firstly, this form of rent 
appears inevitable in capitalistically organized 
land and housing markets. Second, the transfer 
payments that result from class-monopoly rents 
are structured in certain important respects. 
Suppose the landlord lives in suburbia and as a 
resident there gives up a class-monopoly rent to 
the speculator-developer? Notice, that the rent 
realized from a low-income tenant has been 
passed on, in this example, to the speculator- 
developer via the landlord. It is unlikely, border- 
ing on the impossible, for rent realized by the 
speculator-developer to be passed on to the low- 
income tenant. It seems reasonable to postulate, 
thcrefore, an hierarchical structure of some sort 
through which class-monopoly rents percolate 
upwards but not downwards. At the top of this 
hierarchy sit the financial institutions. And so the 
question arises, how does this hierarchy arise and 
what is its raison d'etre? 

3. THE HIERARCHICAL 
INSTITUTIONAL F R A M E W O R K  

FOR C O - O R D I N A T I N G  ACTIVITIES IN 
THE HOUSING M A R K E T  

I shall begin by stating a general proposition: 
the hierarchical institutional structure through 
which class monopoly rents are realized is a 
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244 David Harvey 

necessity if housing market activity is to be 
co-ordinated in a way that helps to avoid 
economic crisis. The problem with seeking to 
validate this proposition is that institutional 
arrangements vary markedly from country to 
country. But all capitalist economies must, of 
necessity, possess elaborate devices to integrate 
national and local aspects of economies, to 
integrate individual decisions with the needs of 
society as a whole. Any society must possess, in 
short, formalized human practices which resolve 
the social aggregation problem (HARVEY and 
CHATTERJEE, 1974). These formalized human 
practices are manifest in a structure of financial 
and governmental institutions which, I shall 
argue, create the basis for class-monopoly power 
in the land and property markets. To explore this 
proposition I will examine institutional structures 
in the United States and consider how these 
affect events in Baltimore in particular. 

National institutions of government and 
finance do not operate without a purpose; they 
seek, by and large, to ensure the reproduction of 
society and to deal with any problems that may 
arise in an orderly and non-disruptive manner. In 
a capitalist society this means a policy directed 
towards the orderly accumulation of capital, 
economic growth and the reproduction of the 
basic social and political relationships of a 
capitalist society. In the housing market these 
general concerns are translated into three typical 
concerns for national housing policy: 

(1) To ensure orderly relationships between 
construction, economic growth and new 
household formation; 

(2) To ensure short-run stability and iron out 
cyclical swings in the economy at large by 
using the construction industry and the 
housing sector as a partial Keynesian 
regulator; and 

(3) To ensure domestic peace and tranquility 
by managing the distribution of welfare in 
society through the provision of housing. 

In the United States these concerns have been 
embedded in policy goals which have, by and 
large, been successfully met since 1930.* 
Economic growth has been accompanied and to 
some degree accomplished by rapid suburbaniza- 
tion--a process that has been facilitated by 
national housing policies conducted through the 
Federal Housing Administration. Much of the 
growth in GNP, both absolute and per capita, 
since the 1930s has been wrapped up in the 
suburbanization process (taking into account the 

* The views expressed in this paragraph can be 
documented in detail from THE DOUGLAS COMMISSION 
REPORT (1968). 

construction of highways and utilities, housing, 
the effective demand for automobiles, gasoline 
and so on). Cyclical swings in the economy have 
been broadly contained since the 1930s and the 
construction industry appears to have functioned 
effectively as a major counter-cyclical tool. The 
evident social discontent of the 1930s has largely 
been defused by a government policy which has 
created a large wedge of middle-income people 
who are now "debt-encumbered homeowners" 
and consequently unlikely to rock the boat. The 
discontent of the 1960s exhibited by the blacks 
and the urban poor, provoked a similar political 
response in the housing sector--a response that 
has not provided a "decent house in a decent 
living environment" (as Congressional legisla- 
tion perennially puts it) for many of the poor but 
which has successfully created a debt-encumbered 
class of black homeowners; the social instability 
of the 1960s certainly appears to have been 
defused. It appears, then, that national policies are 
designed to maintain the existing structure of 
society intact in its basic configurations, while 
facilitating economic growth and capitalist 
accumulation, eliminating cyclical influences and 
defusing social discontent. 

How are these national policies transmitted to 
the locality and how do individuals come to 
incorporate them into their decisions? Federal, 
State and local government form a three-tiered 
political hierarchy and an independent 
bureaucracy is attached to each level. The Federal 
bureaucracy is itself hierarchically organized, 
however, so that it is in a position to relate 
national policies to local housing markets. The 
Federal Housing Administration (FHA) ad- 
ministers a wide range of government pro- 
grammes and operates autonomously from 
bureaucracies created at the State and local levels. 
But in the United States the main mechanism for 
co-ordinating national and local, individual and 
societal activities lies in the hierarchical structure 
of financial institutions operating under govern- 
mental regulation. This structure is exceedingly 
complex and I shall not attempt to detail it here.t 
It is important to note one feature of it, how- 
ever. Certain kinds of institution--the State and 
Federally chartered savings and loan institutions 
- -  operate solely in the housing sector. They 
were initially designed to "promote the thrift of 
people locally to finance their own homes and 
the homes of their neighbours".t Some of these 
institutions are commtmity-based, depositor con- 
trolled and operate on a non-profit basis. They 
are, of course, affected by money market con- 

t More detail is provided in HARVEY and CHATTERJEE, 
(1974). 
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ditions and government regulation. These in- 
stitutions contrast with the mortgage banks, 
savings banks and commercial banks which are 
oriented to profits or to the expansion of their 
business. All of these institutions, however, 
operate together to relate national policies to 
local and individual decisions and, in the process 
create localized structures within which class- 
monopoly rents can be realized. 

The Baltimore situation demonstrates the 
point. The metropolitan area has a population of 
approximately two million; 900,000 live in 
Baltimore City and 600,000 live in the largest 
suburban jurisdiction--Baltimore County-- 
which surrounds Baltimore City on almost all 
sides. The political machine in Baltimore County 
has been dominated by speculator-developer 
interests who have, until recently, been able to 
manipulate the zoning laws more or less at will in 
order to realize speculative gains. Political 
corruption is usual (Agnew was once County 
Executive). All that is necessary for the realiza- 
tion of class-monopoly rents is some generally 
sustained demand for new housing (through 
population increase or new household forma- 
tion). There is a further point to be considered, 
however. The investment climate is radically 
different in Baltimore County and Baltimore 
City. All of the institutions look collectively on 
the former as an area of growth and expansion 
compared to the City which is looked upon as an 
area that is at best stable and at worst in the 
process of rapid decline. The consequent 
channelling of investment funds to the County 
and the general reluctance to invest in the City 
turns out to be a self-fulfilling prediction to 
which middle-income groups are forced to 
respond by migrating from the City to the 
County, where the speculator-developer eagerly 
awaits them. In this fashion the conflict between 
city and suburb in the United States contributes 
to the realization of class-monopoly rents on the 
suburban fringe. 

But there is also a geographical structure to the 
housing market in Baltimore City which further 
contributes to the potential for realizing class- 
monopoly rents. This geographical structure is 
produced by the interacting policies of financial 
and governmental institutions. To demonstrate 
this point Baltimore City is divided into 13 sub- 
markets which can be further aggregated into 
eight sub-market types (see Fig. 1). Data con- 
cerning the financing of housing in each of these 
sub-markets, together with some socio-economic 
information, is presented in Tables 1 and 2. It is 
evident that the housing market in Baltimore 
City is highly structured geographically with 
respect to the type of institutional involvement as 

wcll as with respect to the insurance of home 
purchases by the Federal Housing Administra- 
tion (FHA). Let us consider the main features of 
this structure. 

(i) The inner city is dominated by cash and 
private loan transactions with scarcely a vestige of 
institutional or governmental involvement in the 
used housing market. This sub-market is the locus 
of that conflict between landlord and low- 
income tenant to which we have already alluded. 
There is currently a surplus of housing in this 
sub-market which is leading to active disinvest- 
ment (there are several thousand vacant structures 
in this sub-market). Professional landlords are 
anxious to disinvest but they still manage to get a 
rate of return around 13 per cent (CHATTtRJEE, 
1973). The tenants are low-income and for the 
most part black. They are poorly organized, 
exercise little political control and are effectively 
trapped in this sub-market. Class-monopoly 
rents are here realized by professional landlords 
who calculate their rate of return to match the 
opportunity cost of their capital. 

(ii) The white ethnic areas are dominated by 
home-ownership which is financed mainly by 
small community-based, savings and loan in- 
stitutions which operate without a strong profit 
orientation and which really do offer a 
community service. As a consequence little class- 
monopoly rent is realized in this sub-market and 
reasonably good housing is obtained at fairly low 
purchase price, considering the fairly low 
incomes of the residents. 

(iii) The black residential area of West Baltimore 
was essentially a creation of the 1960s. Low- to 
moderate-income blacks did not possess local 
savings and loan associations, were regarded with 
suspicion by all other financial institutions and in 
the early 1960s were discriminated against by the 
FHA. The only way in which this group could 
become homeowners was by way of something 
called a "land-instalment contract" which works 
as follows. A speculator purchases a house for, 
say, $7000, adds a purchase and sales commission, 
various financing charges and overhead costs, 
renovates and redecorates the property and 
finally adds a gross profit margin of, say, 20 per 
cent. The house is then sold for, say, $13,000. To 
finance the transaction, the speculator interposes 
his credit rating between that of the purchaser and 
the financial institutions, takes out a conventional 
mortgage up to the appraised value of the house 
(say, S9000), borrows another $4000, and then 
packages a $13,000 loan for the buyer. The 
speculator retains title to the property to secure 
the risk but permits the "buyer" immediate 
possession. The monthly payments cover the 
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F~.1. 

interest charges on the $13,000 plus the admini- 
strative charges and a small part is put to re- 
deeming the principle. When  the purchaser has 
redeemed $4000 (after, say, 10 or 15 years) a 
conventional mortgage at the appraised value of  
S9000 may be obtained. At that juncture the 
purchaser will get title and can start to build 
equity in the house.* 

This procedure is perfectly legal and it was in 
effect the only way in which low- or moderate- 
income blacks could become home-owners in the 
early 1960s. There were many transactions of  this 
sort in West Baltimore. The problem was that a 
comparable house sold to a person in a com- 
parable income bracket in white ethnic areas cost 
$7000 compared to the $13,000 registered in the 

* Tile details of this are explained in GRmSBY et al. (1971, 
Chapter 6). 

black comanunity. Blacks consequently regarded 
themselves as exploited and paying "the black 
tax", which was nothing more nor less than 
class-monopoly rent realized by speculators as 
they took advantage of  a particular mix of  
financial and governmental policies compounded 
by problems of  racial discrimination. But a new 
sub-market was formed in West Baltimore by 
means of  the land-instalment contract; and in the 
process strong pressures were exerted on white 
middle class groups to move to suburbia where 
the speculator developers waited, all too willing 
and able to accommodate them. 

The political conflict over the use of  the land- 
instalment contract in Baltimore came to a head 
in the late 1960s. In the process the black 
communities learned that the speculator was 
creeping in where financial and governmental 
institutions refused to tread and that the problems 
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248 David Harvey 

Table 2. Housing sub-markets--Baltimore City, 1970 (Census Data) 

Mean $ 
% Black ~o Units value of 

Median occupied owner owner 
income* d.u.'s occupied  occupied 

o/Rente r  
occupied 

Mean 
monthly 

rent 

Inner city 6259 72-2 28.5 6259 71.5 77'5 
1. East 6201 65-1 29.3 6380 70.7 75-2 
2. West 6297 76'9 27.9 6963 72.1 78.9 

Ethnic 8822 1.0 66.0 8005 34'0 76"8 
1. East Baltimore 8836 1.2 66-3 8368 33.7 78-7 
2. South Baltimore 8785 0.2 64.7 6504 35-3 69.6 

Hampden 8730 0.3 58 "8 7860 41-2 76"8 

West Baltimore 9566 84' 1 50.0 13,842 50.0 103-7 

South Baltimore 8941 0' 1 56.9 9741 43.1 82.0 

High turnover 10,413 34'3 53.5 11,886 46.5 113.8 
1. North-West  9483 55"4 49.3 11,867 50.7 110.6 
2. North-East 10,753 30.4 58.5 11,533 41.5 i 11.5 
3. North 11,510 1.3 49.0 12,726 51.0 125.1 

Middle income 10,639 2.8 62.6 13,221 37.5 104-1 
1. South-West 10,655 4'4 48.8 13,470 51.2 108.1 
2. North-East 10,634 2.3 66.2 13,174 33.8 103.0 

Upper income 17,577 1.7 50.8 27,097 49.2 141.4 

*Weighted average of  median incomes for census tracts in sub-markct. 

Source: 1970 Census. 

of speculation could not be divorced from the 
activities o f  the financial and governmental 
institutions. Since the 1960s the land-instalment 
contract has declined as a form of  financing. But 
the speculator has not disappeared from the 
scene; rather, he now has other instrumentalities 
at his disposal. 

(iv) The areas o f  High Turnover are serviced 
mainly by a combination of  mortgage banker 
finance and FHA insurance which were doing in 
1970 what the land instalment contract did in the 
1960s. Various programmes were initiated in the 
late 1960s to try and create a debt-encumbered, 
socially stable class o f  home-owners amongst the 
black and the urban poor. These programmes, 
together with administrative directives to end 
discriminatory practices against blacks, led to the 
creation of  an FHA insured, mainly black, fairly 
low income, housing sub-market. The main tool 
in Baltimore was the FHA 221 (d) (2) programme 
(D2s) which permits the financing of  home- 
ownership for low- or moderate-income groups 
who have no money for a down-payment.  FHA 
insurance in Baltimore in 1970 was, for the most 
part, of  the D2 variety (see Table 1). 

In the high turnover sub-markets created by 
these programmes there are plenty of  oppor- 
tunities for the speculator to realize a class- 
monopoly rent. Operating through the D2 
programmes makes it less easy to extract the 
"black tax" but if whites move (as they are 
likely to do if a low-income black family moves 
in), speculators can pick up houses cheaper than 

appraised value, put in some cosmetic repairs to 
meet FHA quality standards, and sell through the 
D2 programme. If FHA quality control standards 
are poor (or if speculators can corrupt the 
administration of  them) then class-monopoly 
rents can be realized as a white "exit tax" and a 
black or low-income "entry tax". In some cities, 
such as Detroit, New York and Philadelphia, the 
windfall profits to speculators have been enor- 
mous largely through the corruption of  FHA 
programmes (BoxER, 1973). II1 Baltimore, the 
sub-market created by the land-instalment con- 
tract in the 1960s is now being extended in areas 
of  high turnover by speculator activity in con- 
junction with mortgage banker finance and the 
FHA D2 programmes. 

(v) The middle-income sub-markets of  North- 
East and South-West Baltimore are typically the 
creation of  the FHA programmes of  the 1930s. 
By the 1960s home-ownership was being 
financed conventionally by Federal savings and 
loan institutions and some of  the smaller ethnic 
savings and loan institutions which have helped 
to finance migration from the older ethnic areas 
of  the city to the newer housing of  North-East 
Baltimore. The inner edge of  this sub-market is 
under some pressure, however, and financial 
institutions are extremely sensitive about risks ill 
these areas. As a consequence they tend to with- 
draw support from an area if they perceive it to 
be threatened in ally way. By so doing they 
create a vacuum in housing finance into which 
the speculator moves backed by the FHA pro- 
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grammes and mortgage banker finance. There is a 
good deal of  political friction in these boundary 
zones and a political struggle to preserve the 
middle-income sub-markets from erosion at the 
edges--an erosion that inevitably leads middle 
income groups to search for housing oppor- 
tunities in the suburbs. 

(vi) The more affluent groups make use of  
savings banks and commercial banks to much 
greater degree and rarely resort to FHA 
guarantees. Such groups usually have the political 
and economic power to fend off speculative 
incursions and it is unlikely that they will move 
except as the result of  their own changing pre- 
ferences or from declining services. Class- 
monopoly rents are realized in this sub-market 
largely because of  prestige and status considera- 
tions. 

This geographical structure of  sub-markets in 
Baltimore forms a decision environment in the 
context of  which individual households make 
housing choices. These choices are likely, by and 
large, to conform to the structure and to re- 
inforce it. The structure itself is a product of  
history. In the long-run we find that the 
geographic structure of  the city is continuously 
being transformed by conflicts and struggles 
generated by the ebb and flow of  market forces, 
the operations of  speculators, landlords and 
developers, the changing policies o f  govern- 
mental and financial institutions, changing tastes, 
and the like. But in the short run the geographic 
structure is rather fixed and it is this rigidity 
which permits class-monopoly rents to be 
realized within sub-markets (as classes of  pro- 
viders face classes of  consumers) and between 
sub-markets as a variety of  processes seek to erode 
the boundaries of  the sub-markets themselves 
(every sub-market has its speculator-developer 
fringe). In some parts of  the city these conflicts 
may be dormant at times--boundaries may be 
stabilized (often with the help of  natural or 
artifcial barriers) and accommodation between 
opposing forces may be reached within sub- 
markets. But it would be rare indeed to find a 
city in which no such conflicts were occurring. 

4. C L A S S - M O N O P O L Y  R E N T ,  
A B S O L U T E  SPACE A N D  U R B A N  

S T R U C T U R E  

Class-lnonopoly rents arise because the owners 
of  resource units have the power always to exact 
a positive return. Ricardo thought that absolute 
rent could exist only on an island where all 
resource units were employed and on which 
there was an absolute scarcity. The Baltimore 
materials indicate that the man-lnade resource 

system created by urbanization is, in effect, a 
series of  man-made islands on which class 
monopolies produce absolute scarcities. Absolute 
spaces, created by human practices, are essential, 
it seems, to the realization of  class-monopoly 
rent. Absolute spaces can be constructed by 
dividing space up into parcels and segments each 
of  which can then be regarded as a "thing in 
itself" independent of  other things (HAaVEV, 
1973, Chapter 5). The private property relation 
is, of  course, the most basic institution by means 
of  which absolute spaces are formally created. 
Political jurisdictions define collective absolute 
spaces which may then be carved up by the 
bureaucratic regulation of  land use. All of  these 
forms of  absolute space create the possibility to 
realize class-monopoly rents. But it is primarily 
through the informally structured absolute spaces 
of  sub-markets that such rents are realized. 

The implications of  this for residential structure 
are of  interest. Residential differentiation in urban 
areas has long been explained in terms of  social 
ecological processes, consumer preferences, 
utility-maximizing behaviours on the part of  
individuals, and the like. The Baltimore evidence 
suggests that financial and governmental in- 
stitutions play an active role in shaping residential 
differentiation and that the active agent in the 
process is an investor seeking to realize a class- 
monopoly rent. The relationship between 
traditional explanations o f  urban residential 
differentiation and this interpretation is complex. 
The small neighbourhood savings and loan 
institution in Baltimore, for example, is in effect a 
communi ty  institution that fits neatly into a 
social ecological view of  urban community  
structure. But most housing finance comes from 
institutions seeking profits or the expansion of  
business. Faced with a choice between supporting 
a risk-absorbing landlord operation and a 
vulnerable home-owner  in the inner city, business 
rationality dictates support o f  the former at the 
expense of  the latter. Not  all financial institutions 
exhibit a totally cold market rationality--they 
will grant personal favours (usually to people of  
the same social class, however) and they will 
sometimes actively support neighbourhoods 
(often to procure a desirable stability in a 
particular sub-market). But the options of  the 
profit-maximizing or expansion-conscious 
financial institution are limited. The hidden 
hand, and in particular the prospects for realizing 
class-lnonopoly rents, will inexorably guide them 
in certain directions. And as a result these 
institutions become a fundamental force in 
shaping the residential structure of  the city. 

This is not to say that considerations of  race 
and ethnicity, social status and prestige, life-style 
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aspirations, communi ty  and neighbourhood 
solidarity, and the like, are irrelevant to under- 
standing residential differentiation. Ironically, all 
of  these features increase the potential for realizing 
class-monopoly rent because they help to 
maintain the island-like structure, to create the 
absolute space of  the parochially-minded 
community.  Indeed, a strong case can be made 
for regarding consumer preferences as being 
produced systematically rather than as arising 
spontaneously (as neo-classical economic 
doctrines appear to envisage via the myth  of  
consumer sovereignty). The simplest manifesta- 
tion o f  this is the use of  techniques of  persuasion 
to convince upper-income people of  the virtues 
of  living in a "smart" house in the "right" 
neighbourhood. But there is a deeper process at 
work. Financial institutions and government 
manage the urbanization process to achieve 
economic growth, economic stability and to 
defuse social discontent (see Section 3). If these 
aims are to be realized, then new modes of  
consumption and new social wants and needs 
will have to be produced whether people like it 
or not. If these new modes of  consumption and 
new social wants and needs do not arise 
spontaneously, in a manner that fits with the 
overall necessities of  capitalist society, then 
people will have to be forced or cajoled to accept 
them. The urbanization process achieves this end 
quite successfully. By structuring and re- 
structuring the choices open to people, by 
creating distinctive decision environments, the 
urbanization process forces new kinds o f  choice 
independently of  spontaneously arising pre- 
dilictions. 

If the dynamic o f  urbanization is powered by 
financial and governmental institutions, mediated 
by speculator-developers and speculator-land- 
lords in pursuit o f  class-monopoly rent, and 
necessitated by the over-riding requirement to 
reproduce the capitalist order, then it may not be 
too fanciful to suggest that distinctive "con- 
sumption classes", "distributive groupings" or 
even "housing classes" may be produced at the 
same time (see GIrmrNs, 1973; REx and Mooing, 
1967). Individuals can, of  course, strive or choose 
to join one or other "distributive grouping" or 
shift (if they can) f rom one "consumption class" 
to another. In like manner they can strive or 
choose (depending on their circumstances) to 
move from one housing sub-market to another. 
What  individuals cannot choose, however, is the 
structure o f  the distributive grouping or the 
structure of  the housing sub-markets--these are 
dictated by forces far removed from the realms of  
consumer sovereignty. The general proposition 
we are here led to is an intriguing one: in pro- 

ducing new modes of  consumption and new 
social wants and needs, the urbanization process 
concomitantly produces new distributive group- 
ings or consumption classes which may crystallize 
into distinctive communities within the overall 
urban structure. This topic will be taken up again 
in Section 5. 

The Baltimore materials suggest another 
startling conclusion. The class-monopoly rent 
gained in one sub-market is not independent of  its 
realization elsewhere and certain strong multiplier 
effects can be detected. Suppose, for example, 
that there is a speculative boom in the inner city 
through which new sub-markets are formed out 
of  existing neighbourhoods and that the old 
residents of  these neighbourhoods are forced to 
seek housing opportunities in suburbia. Then, the 
greater the class-monopoly rent earned by the 
inner-city speculator, the greater the opportunity 
to realize rent on the suburban fringe. Multiplier 
effects of  this sort may be captured by the same 
financial institutions or, in some cases, by the same 
entrepreneur. If there is no conscious collusion to 
generate the multiplier effect, the calculus of  
profits and losses, of  expectations and perceived 
risks, will function as a hidden-hand regulator to 
achieve the same results. 

These conclusions are, of  course, geographically 
and institutionally specific to Baltimore and the 
United States. But a cursory examination of  the 
literature suggests that they may be generalized to 
all advanced capitalist nations.* Whether  or not 
this is the case must be proved by future research. 
It seems likely, however, that the processes are 
general but that the manifestations are particular 
because the institutional, geographical, cultural 
and historical situations vary a great deal from 
place to place. In other words, the processes are 
general, but the circumstances are unique to each 
case and .so, consequently, are the results. 

If  the multiplier effects to the realization of  
class-monopoly rents are general, then we have a 
partial explanation of  how investment can shift 
continuously over time from the primary to the 
secondary circuit of  capital as Lefebvre hypo- 
theses. Governmental and financial institutions 
are forced to operate in certain ways if individual 
behaviours are to be co-ordinated and integrated 
with national and societal requirements. 

* For comparable materials on London see, for example, 
H^tL et al. (1973), The Milner-Holland Report (1965), P^n~ 
(1970), C.I.S. (1973) and M^aaIoTT (1967). The point here 
is, of course, that the large number of vacant houses in the 
centre of Baltimore is a vivid contrast with the situation in 
London; but the process of"gentrification" in London is as 
much a manifestation of the process of realizing class- 
monopoly rent as is the land-instalment contract and 
speculation with the D2's in Baltimore. 
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Urbanization, itself a product of  these require- 
lnents, creates islands of  opportunities for 
realizing class monopoly rents. And the quest for 
this rent generates a multiplier effect that makes 
it even more profitable in the short run to shift 
investment into the land, housing and property 
markets. Such a shift helps to explain the 
industrial stagnation, particularly evident since 
the late 1960s, in the advanced capitalist nations 
as investment shifts from the production of  value 
to the attempt to realize it. In the short run such a 
shift is possible because it is possible to milk value 
produced in past periods for purposes of  current 
realization (which means, however, a continuous 
decay in the quality of  urban environments). But 
in the long run such a shift is doomed to failure 
for if value is not produced, then how can it 
possibly be realized? 

5. CLASS SYSTEM, CLASS S T R U C T U R E  
CLASS I N T E R E S T  IN T H E  POLITICAL 

E C O N O M Y  OF U R B A N I S M  

We will now consider the relationship between 
the concept of  class interest as it arises in the 
context of  urbanization (and as it is used in this 
paper) and more general concepts of  class 
structure and class antagonism. It is useful to 
distinguish at the outset between the concept of  
subjective class which describes the consciousness 
which different groups have of  their position 
within a social structure and the concept of  
ot!jective class which, in Marx's schema, describes 
a basic division within capitalism between a class 
of  producers and a class of  appropriators of  
surplus value (for a recent discussion on this 
topic, see GIDDENS, 1973). The former class 
includes both productive labour and that labour 
which is socially necessary but unproductive (for 
example, labour contributing to circulation, 
realization, administration and the provision of  
socially necessary services). The meaning attached 
to class interest in this paper stems from the fact of  
certain conflicts around the realization of  class- 
monopoly rent. We are, therefore, working at 
the level of  subjective class interest and the task is 
to relate these diverse class interests to the concept 
of  objective class. 

Traditionally, rent is viewed as a transfer 
payment from capitalist producers to a rentier 
class which gains its power as a residual of  
feudalism. But we are here concerned with rent 
extracted from the commulfity out of  the 
consumption process rather than out of  the 
production process. This extraction generates a 
species of  community conflict which has become 
widespread with the progress of  urbanization in 

advanced capitalist countries. This kind of  con- 
flict contrasts, superficially at least, with the more 
traditional work-based conflicts over the 
immediate production of  value. W e  can observe 
as a consequence some curious dichotomies. 
Community-based organizations rarely offer 
support in a work-based conflict (such as a strike) 
and work-based organizations (such as the trade 
unions) rarely offer active support to community  
groups in conflict over, for example, the realiza- 
tion of  class-monopoly rent. Individuals may in 
fact switch roles with respect to such conflicts-- 
a work-based radical may be a community-based 
conservative (and vice versa). The place of  work 
also tends to be male-dominated space compared 
with the female-dominated residential space. Sex 
roles may get intertwined as a male work-based 
radical acts conservatively with respect to a 
female community-based radical. Such conflicts 
may be internalized within the family. The 
geography of  human activity within large 
metropolitan areas appears to generate curious 
transformations and inversions to create a 
complex geography of  subjective class conscious- 
ness. The expression of  class interest around 
communi ty  issues cannot, therefore, be inter- 
preted as a simple reflection of  class interest at the 
point of  production. 

Yet class interest can be equally strong and 
express analogous goals at the point o f  production 
and within the community.  Workers may seek for 
worker-control while residents may seek for 
communi ty  control. Both goals express a basic 
felt need on the part of  individuals to control the 
social conditions of  their existence. But under 
urbanization the two goals become divorced 
from each other. A far more cohesive basis for 
political power exists when community-based and 
work-based interests coincide (for example, in 
mining communities and in other situations 
characterized by industrial rather than advanced 
urban forms of  social organization). Marx 
thought that large concentrations of  population 
would heighten class-awareness. But under 
urbanization class-consciousness appears to have 
become fragmented. 

Community-based class interest always tends 
to be parocbialist in its perspectives. The 
communi ty  is regarded as a "thing-in-itself" 
independent of  other things--it  is regarded as an 
absolute space, as something to be preserved and 
defended against external threat. From such a 
standpoint flows a form of  communi ty  conflict 
which is essentially internecine--it pits 
communi ty  against communi ty  so that the 
average condition of  communities is not altered 
one wit. What  one communi ty  gains another 
loses. The sequence of  wins and losses merely 
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serves to perpetuate the defensiveness and com- 
petitiveness o f  the communities concerned--a 
situation which permits even more class- 
monopoly rents to be realized since speculators so 
easily feed off community  antagonisms. 
Parochialist community-based class interest can 
never be an adequate surrogate for objective 
social class for it ignores the essential fact that the 
survival of  the communi ty  depends, given the 
enormous complexity in the division of  labour, 
upon commodi ty  exchanges on a global scale and 
because it ignores the links in the production and 
circulation of  value in society. 

Yet certain kinds of  community-conflict lead 
to the formation of  non-parochialist horizons. 
In Baltimore, for example, community groups 
enraged at the use of  the land-instalment contract, 
gradually came to realize that financial institu- 
tions, by denying conventional mortgage funds 
while financing speculator-landlords, were the 
controlling influence in the situation. The 
community  group began to unravel the skein of  
argument presented in this paper through a 
process of  political exploration. And at the end of  
the road, the communi ty  came face to face with 
what appears to be the dominant power of  
finance capital. 

Curiously enough, there are hints that work- 
based conflict may lead to the same confronta- 
tion. The traditional conflict between worker and 
industrialist is being ameliorated in certain 
sectors by the growing integration of  workers 
into management leading, perhaps, to worker 
control under certain conditions. But worker 
cont ro l  ove r  the factory, brings the worker face 
to face with the power of  finance capital to 
exercise an external control over the activities of 
industrial enterprise. In much the same way that 
Marx thought it possible (but unlikely) that land 
and resources could be brought under state 
ownership to the advantage of  the capitalist, so it 
appears possible (but unlikely) to nationalize 
industrial production, introduce decentralized 
worker control, without in any way necessarily 
touching or diminishing the power of  finance 
capital. Worker  control has to be viewed, there- 
fore, as a transitional step that fails unless finance 
capital is also controlled. 

The conclusion from the standpoint of  both 
the community  and the work place is that the 
ultimate power to organize the production and 
realization of  value in society lies in the hands of  
finance capital. To sustain this conclusion, how- 
ever, we have to show the necessity for an inner 
transformation of  capitalism such that finance 
capital comes to exercise a hegemonic power over 
industrial production as well as all other aspects 
of  life. All that I have space to do here, is to 

provide some clues as to where we might look 
for the logic o f  such an inner transformation. 

The changing role o f  money itself provides one 
such clue. Without  money there could be no 
integrated commodi ty  production, no elaborate 
division of  labour, no price-fixing markets, 11o 
universalized exchange values, no medium for 
the accumulation of  capital, no urbanization, and 
so on. Money in its role of  mediator o f  exchange 
consequently mediates all significant social inter- 
actions. Marx argued that: 

"The need for exchange and for the transformation of 
product into pure exchange value progresses in step with 
the division of labour, i.e. with the increasingly social 
character of  production. But as the latter grows, so grows 
the power of  money, i.e. the exchange relation establishes 
itself as a power external to and independent of producers. 
What originally appeared as a means to promote produc- 
tion becomes a relation alien to producers. As thc 
producers become more dependent on exchange, 
exchange appears to become independent of  them, and 
the gap between the product as product and the product 
as exchange value appears to widen. Money does not 
create these antitheses and contradictions; it is, rather, the 
development of  these contradictions and antitheses 
which creams the transcendental power of  money." 
(MARx, 1973 edn. The Grundrisse). 
The "increasingly social character o f  pro- 

duction" (the increasingly complcx division of  
labour), the constant expansion of  capitalist social 
relations and the increasing integration of  society 
on a world-wide basis, have, since Marx's time, 
greatly increased the "transcendental power of  
money".  But this power, if it is to be exercised, 
requires an institutional framework for its 
expression and a class of  people willing and able 
to make use of  it. Marx again provides a clue to 
the former when he argues that the joint stock 
company is an institutional response to the 
inherent instability of  competitive capitalism-- 
an instability which required the concentration of  
first, industrial, and later, finance capital. This 
new airangement transforms "the actually 
functioning capitalist into a mere manager, 
administrator of  other people's capital a n d . . ,  the 
owner of  capital into a mere owner, a mere 
money capitalist". (MAax, 1967 edn., Vol. 3, 
p. 436). As a result, interest--"the mere com- 
pensation for owning capital that now is entirely 
divorced from the actual process of  reproduction" 
--is substituted for profit. Marx saw all this 
creating a transitional mode of  production in 
which new institutions would be increasingly 
social in character: 

"This is the abolition of the capitalist mode of 
production within the capitalist mode of production 
itself, and hence a self-dissolving contradiction, which 
primafacie represents a mere phase of transition to a new 
form of production . . . .  It establishes a monopoly in 
certain spheres and thereby requires state interference. It 
reproduces a new financial aristocracy, a new variety of 
parasites, in the shape of promoters, speculators, and 
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simply nominal directors . . . .  It is private production 
without the control of private property." (MARx, 1967 
edn., Volume 3, p. 438). 
Marx did not claboratc much on these remarks 

but history has. Industrial corporations have 
attclnpted to maintain their indcpcndcncc of 
financial institutions by gcncrating funds 
internally, but this has led them to diversify and 
to take on malay charactcristics of financial 
institutions--ITT is ahnost purcly a financial 
holding company now and General Motors is 
steadily moving in that direction. Financial 
institutions equal and perhaps surpass thc 
industrial corporations in cconomic power (U.S. 
HOUSE OF P,.EPRESENTATIVES, 1968, 1971 ; HERMAN, 
1973). State power has grown remarkably and 
functions to support, by appropriate budgetary, 
fiscal and monetary policies, thc operations of 
finance capital. The State is also active in 
managing both production and consumption 
(MILIBAND, 1969). Finance capital, operating 
through Statc, corporate and financial institutions, 
cffectivcly co-ordinates all social activity into one 
coherent whole. An industrial capitalism based 
merely on the immediate production of goods 
has evolvcd to a finance form of capitalism which 
seeks to create and appropriate value through the 
production, not only of goods, but of new modes 
of production and new social wants and needs 
(scc the important passages on this point in 
MARX, 1973 cdn., p. 92). But in so doing, new 
institutions are founded on the power of money, 
which is the appearance but not thc substance of 
wealth. Hence arises, ill Marx's view, the 
contradictory character of finance capitalism and 
its historical necessity as a transitional form. 

Financial institutions can accumulate by a 
variety of techniques. Operating competitively 
they frequently try to accumulate off each othcr 
(by takeovers, asset-stripping and the like). In 
aggregate, howevcr, finance capital accumulates 
out of production in the immediatc scnsc (a 
work-based exploitation), out of the production 
of" n e w  lnodcs of consumption and thc pro- 
duction of new social wants and needs (both of 
which lead to community-based exploitation). 
And as finance capital seeks to manage and 
control the totality of the production process so 
there cmcrgcs a certain indiffcrcnce as to whcthcr 
accunmlation takes place by kccping wages down 
in the immediate production process or by 
manipulations in the consumption sphere (vary- 
ing from the manipulation of pension funds to 
accunmlation by means of the processes dcscribed 
in this paper). 

We have already suggested (Sections 3 and 4) 
that urbanization serves to produce new modes of 
consumption and new social wants and needs. 

The roles of speculator-landlord and speculator- 
developer arc crucial to the dynamics of urbaniza- 
tion and therefore to the maintenance of effective 
demand; and a structure of sub-markets through 
which class-monopoly rents can be realized 
provides the necessary incentive to play these 
roles with profit. But at the same time the 
potential to realize these rents provides the 
possibility for rapid accumulation of capital out 
of the land and property markets when the 
occasion demands it. When industrial demand 
lags and industrial profits decline, financial 
institutions will compensate by moving into the 
land and property markets (ITT has extracted 
millions out of the Florida real estate boom, for 
example). But many communities will resist these 
external forces controlling the conditions of their 
existence--hence the community conflict typical 
of advanced urban societies. This analysis 
suggests a certain underlying unity to community- 
based and work-based conflict and herein may 
lie a clue to the definition of objective classes 
under advanced urbanization. If objective classes 
are still to be defined in terms of the production 
and appropriation of surplus value, then it is now 
production as a totality (including the production 
of new modes of consumption and new social 
wants and needs) rather than immediate pro- 
duction which defines the division between 
producers and appropriators of surplus value. 
Marx's theory of surplus value is founded in the 
analysis of immediate production (with modes of 
consumption and wants and needs held constant) 
(see MARX, 1973 edn., Vol. 1). Exploitation can 
arise out of the creation of new modes of con- 
sumption and the imposition of new social wants 
and needs--whether or not this exploitation can 
be interpreted in terms of the surplus value 
concept or not is a matter of debate (I am 
inclined to the view that the theory of surplus 
value ought to be embedded in a general theory 
of exploitation). But we are on safer ground 
when wc assert that the growing hegemonic 
power of finance capital over the totality of 
production, circulation and realization of value in 
society, produces a dichotomy between work- 
based and community-based conflict at the same 
time as it demonstrates its underlying unity. 

This view is reinforced when we turn back to 
the possibility, broached in Section 4, that the 
processes described in this paper also serve to 
generate specific "distributive groupings" or 
"consumption classes" which in turn define 
community characteristics in housing sub- 
markets. It is also the case that the production and 
reproduction of labour power occurs in the 
comnmnity (GIDDENS, 1973, pp. 109 110; BUNGE, 
1973). The reproduction of the social relations of 
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capitalism requires the production of a popula- 
tion which, from the standpoint of employment 
opportunities and the wages system, will 
ultimately become fragmented into subjective 
classes, each prepared to take on certain social 
roles and to acquire certain technical skills, 
appropriate to its particular position within the 
overall social structure of a constantly expanding 
capitalist society. The structure of "consumption 
classes" and "distributive groupings" may, in 
this fashion, become related to the production of 
a stratified labour force. All urban areas exhibit 
considerable variation in opportunity to acquire 
education, social status, social services, and the 
like (to acquire what GIDD~.NS calls "market 
capacity") (1973, pp. 103-110). And while there 
may be considerable individual mobility, it 
appears that the structure of sub-markets which 
we have identified and the distinctive distributive 
groupings that occupy them, when combined 
with the differential distribution of resources to 
acquire market capacity within the urban 
system,* function to reproduce the social relations 
of labour under capitalism. These social relations 
achieve a greater stability precisely because 
communities, differentiated by social relations, 
become self-replicating. Objective classes have to 
be defined, therefore, in terms of a totality of the 
production process which includes (1) the 
immediate production of value, (2) the pro- 
duction of new modes of consumption, (3) the 
production of new social wants and needs, (4) 
the production and reproduction of labour 
power, and (5) the production and reproduction 
of the social relations of capitalism. 

6. F I N A N C E  CAPITAL A N D  T H E  
U R B A N  R E V O L U T I O N m A  

CONCLUSION 
We are now in a position to reflect back upon 

Lefebvre's fundamental thesis. We can provide a 
comprehensible inner logic for Lefebvre's 
"ensemble of transformations" through which 
industrial society comes to be superceded by 
urban society. In the early years of capitalism, 
production in particular (the organization of 
industrial production) was the main focus of 
attention. In late capitalism, production in all of 
its facets predictably becomes more and more 
important. Since the industrialist is adept at 
immediate production but has little control over 
the totality of production, finance capital 
(operating through industrial, financial and 
governmental institutions) has emerged as the 
hegemonic force in advanced capitalist societies. 
Urbanism has consequently been transformed 
from an expression of the production needs of 

* For more on these points, see HARVEY (1973, Chapter 2). 

the industrialist to an expression of the controlled 
power of finance capital, backed by the power of 
the State, over the totality of the production 
process. Herein lies the significance of urbaniza- 
tion as a mode of consumption and as a producer 
of new social wants and needs. Concomitantly, 
the urban realm becomes the locus for the con- 
trolled reproduction of the social relations of 
capitalism. But there also emerges a new 
definition of objective class interest which is 
manifest both in work-based and community- 
based conflicts. In the community these conflicts 
are over the production of new modes of 
consumption, new social wants and needs, and 
over the production and reproduction of both 
labour power and the social relations of 
capitalism. It seems, however, that the finance 
form of capitalism, which has emerged as a 
response to the inherent contradictions in the 
competitive industrial form, is itself unstable and 
beset by contradictory tendencies. Of  necessity, it 
treats money as a "thing in itself" and thereby 
constantly tends to undermine the production of 
value in pursuit of the form rather than the 
substance of  wealth. The alien but "trans- 
cendental" power of money and the institutions 
created to facilitate the operation of finan6e 
capital are not tied to the production of value and 
hence we may explain the shift of investment into 
the secondary circuit of capital at the expense of 
the primary productive circuit. The perpetual 
tendency to try to realize value without 
producing it is, in fact, the central contradiction 
of the finance form of capitalism. And the 
tangible manifestations of this central contradic- 
tion are writ large in the urban landscapes of the 
advanced capitalist nations. 

The ensemble of transformations of which 
Lefebvre speaks are far more complex than he 
imagines. But then so also are the processes of 
transformation in capitalist society when 
compared to our ability to grasp them. This 
complexity cannot be used as an excuse, how- 
ever, for our almost studied ignorance on the 
crucial interconnections between the processes of 
urbanization, economic growth and capitalist 
accumulation and the structuring of social classes 
ill advanced capitalist societies. This gap in our 
thinking is quite odd when the literature on the 
ThirdWorld is so explicit in its dealing withthese 
kinds of relationships. It is rather as if we have 
succumbed to the illusion that because we are 
both "advanced" and "urbanized" there is no 
need to examine the crucial relations through 
which we arrived in our contemporary state and 
which also serve to sustain us in it. To make these 
relations more explicit is an urgent task to which 
this paper seeks to make a modest beginning. 
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